
LexisNexis® Butterworths 
Driving confidence, efficiency and consistency throughout your firm

Setting a precedent for 
online legal research

The leading online legal research service in the UK 
and Ireland is now faster, easier to use and more 
comprehensive than ever. 

LexisNexis Butterworths (LNB) has recently been 
redesigned to integrate even more closely with the way 
you work; your most important legal reference materials 
such as Halsbury’s Laws are instantly searchable and 
browsable from the homepage and you can personalise 
the service to suit specific practice areas within your firm. 

The benefits of taking your legal research  
online include:

•	 Confidence	– ensure the advice your firm gives  
 represents the law as it stands today

•	 	Efficiency	–	find the information you need quickly 
with tailored startpages and a choice of simple or 
advanced search options

•	 	Time-saving	–	cross-reference commentary, cases, 
legislation and other legal materials instantly 

•	 	Accessibility	–	provide trusted content throughout 
your firm and across multiple locations

LexisNexis Butterworths lets you 
respond to your clients’ needs faster 
and more confidently with…

1.  Authoritative, trusted and up-to-date information:

•	 	More relevant expert opinion and commentary than any other 
legal research service* including: 

 – Halsbury’s Laws of England

 – All England Law Reports

 – Encyclopaedia of Forms & Precedents

 – Atkins Court Forms 

 –  Harvey on Industrial Relations

 – Civil Court Practice (the Green Book)

•	 	Up	to	250,000	cases, searchable from the homepage 

•	 	Up-to-date	consolidated	legislation – the new Companies  
Act was online 2 weeks earlier than on other services

•	 	Daily	legal	updates from our team of respected editors  
and court reporters

2.	Award-winning	functionality:

•	 	User-friendly search and cross-referencing between legislation, 
cases and commentary

•	 	Innovative traffic light system gives you an instant picture  
of the case history

•	 	Customisable	functionality	enables you to build startpages tailored 
to your different practice areas

•	 	Hourly	email	alerts can be printed or forwarded to colleagues  
and clients

3. Excellent customer service: 

•	 Dedicated	account	management

•	 	Free	helpdesk

•	 Tailored	training

*subscription dependent

“LNB helps ensure we stay abreast of the latest 
legal developments and provide a first rate 
service to our clients.” Steve Kirwan, Managing 
Director, Nowell Meller



Take a trial and judge for yourself 

Call: 020 7400 2984 or Ireland 041 98 01692 for more information Visit: www.lexisnexis.co.uk/lnblegal

The verdict 
among legal 
professionals …

“There is no doubt that 
we are now	shrewder,	
more efficient and	able	
to	practice	more	law	per	
hour as a result.” Robert 
Sedgwick, Partner, Buss 
Murton

“We have experienced 
a marked	improvement	
in our productivity and 
profitability.” Jason 
Bastock, Office Manager 
and Legal Librarian, 
Brethertons LLP

“There is no-one else 
in the market that offers 
the same type of online 
information service with 
the depth and breadth 
of legal information. 
LNB	allows	us	to	bring	
a	higher	quality	of	
service to our clients and 
enables our fee earners to 
work more quickly and 
effectively.” Wendy Small, 
Head of Information, 
Eversheds

Awarded	Online	 
Product of the Year – 
Legal	Technology	Awards
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Quick	find	enables you to find specific information quickly 

Explore allows you to search across multiple sources of information

My	Bookshelf contains your frequently used texts which you can search or browse

Find the legislation you need quickly

View the results and access related content e.g. Is it in force?

You can also choose to view your legislation as one document
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The	homepage	allows	you	to	search	for	or	browse	the	information	you	need:

The	tailored	search	forms	help	you	find	frequently	referenced	information	quickly:


